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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Palitanium Galaxy is composed of millions of stars
whose inhabitants of the planets revolving around these stars are guardians of the Omniverse. The
dominant star of this galaxy is Mainstar, the Palatial Society s central seat and reigned by High
Queen Ou-Jaiy. The inhabitants of the planet revolving around Mainstar are the purist of the Palatial
species and have never and will never take a mission. Planets surrounding other stars closer to
Mainstar have souls who have taken missions, but only as messengers between Mainstar and the
outer rim systems. It is High Queen Ou-Jaiy s wisdom that has guided the Palatial Society on
millions of journeys throughout the Omniverse. Occupants of the outer rim planets are known as
Star Masters. Their sole purpose is protectors of the Palitanium Galaxy. This journal, the Star Master,
follows the mission of SanDu, special Star Master to Queen DuMii of Paladium. SanDu s mission as
Chief Consul of the Great Laboratories of Earth is liaison between Queen DuMii and Chief Consul of
Earth, Dr. William Franklin. The two Chief Consuls are to complete Phase...
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Orlando Abernathy
This is the finest publication we have read through right up until now. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in
an remarkably easy way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this book by which basically altered me, affect the way i think.
-- Dr. Gabriella Hayes
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